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The project has been chosen for its
innovative approach to environmental
design, which limits urban develop
ment and promotes an awareness of
conservation and nature amongst
the urban population of Tehran. As
a setting for outdoor recreational
and cultural pursuits, the park
provides spaces for contemplation,
family recreation and social inter
action, and for the appreciation
of local culture and entertainment.
Imaginative use of materials, playful
sculptures and indigenous landscaping
draw on the best traditions of garden
design in the region to create a
refreshing change to the spread of
stifling and homogeneous urban forms.

Since the 1950s, rapid population growth
in Tehran has created huge pressure for
land on which to build and resulted in the
destruction of many of the public and private
gardens that once graced the city. As part of
a wider range of measures to promote urban
improvement and limit the sprawl of the city,
Tehran Municipality has supported efforts to
protect the natural environment of the Alborz
Mountains that form the northern perimeter
ofTehran. During the late 1970s, a 12-hectare
park-the Jamshidieh StoneGarden -created
at the foot of the Alborz Mountains, proved
to be highly popular. As a result, in 1992, the
municipality commissioned the park's archi
tects - Baft-e-Shahr Consulting Engineers
- to prepare a wider study for the outlying
areas north ofTehran. The aim of the project
was to create a green interface between city
and nature and to engender an understand
ing of the importance of the environment,
in both physical and cultural terms, among
urban residents. The first part of the study
to be implemented was a 30-hectare park Bagh-e-Ferdowsi - adjacent to the Jamshi
dieh Stone Garden.
Set at an altitude of between 1,800
and 2,100 metres above sea level, the site
of Bagh-e-Ferdowsi is inTang Hesarak Valley,
comprising a series of steep south-facing
gullies, scattered with loose rocks and boul

Bagh-e-Ferdowsi was initiated by the
municipality of Tehran to form a
green buffer zone between the city
and the untouched landscape of the
Alborz Mountains to the north.
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ders. In order to assess the full potential of
the site, the design team camped there for
a month, recording the key natural features
through photographs and drawings. Ideas for
the enhancement of the landscape through
the introduction of paths, steps, terraces,
squares, sculptures and planting were devel
oped in a series of sketches on transparent
overlays on the photographs. Once finalized,
these drawn overlays formed the basis
for marking out in lime the proposed inter
ventions to the site, to ensure compatibility
with the existing natural features.These
design exercises were carried out in con
sultation with a range of different interest
groups, including the Ministry of Education,
the Organization for Natural Resources
and mountaineers.
The design emerged, to a large extent,
from the natural topography and features of
the rocky slopes, so that the final scheme is
very much in harmony with its surroundings.
Apart from intensive planting, the primary
intervention is a series of stone-paved paths
and steps rising up the slope of the hill, with
views out over the city. Along these paths,
areas for sitting, refreshment and entertain
ment have been created within the natural
topography, including four cultural houses,
built to represent the distinctive architec
tural and decorative styles of the Azeri,
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Kurdish,Turkmen and Zagros ethnic groups
in Iran.The paths link up with others leading
to a sculpture garden being developed to the
east, orto hiking trails into the upper valleys
-the steep, 40-degree incline of the site
provides vigorous training for mountain
climbers and exercise enthusiasts.
The landscaping of the routes is
designed to explore a number of themes,
both cultural and natural. The entry point for
the park is a paved open space dominated by
an imposing statue of Ferdowsi (940-c 1020),
the great Iranian epic poet after whom the
park is named. From this space, a wide
stepped pathway forms a 'cascade passage',
which branches into a network of pathways
across the site, bordered by a variety of indi
genous plants chosen for their form, colour
and suitability to the environment. All exist
ing native trees and shrubs on the site were
saved where possible. Shade trees are com
plemented by a rich mix of shrubs to create
a varied environment. Between the paved
paths, copses of trees have been planted
to provide both shade and swathes of
colour during the changing seasons.
Every effort was made to minimize
excavation or back-filling for the various
buildings, paths and terraces. The primary
material is rough-hewn stone, collected
from the site or quarried from higher up

Top: A cross-section shows the pro
gression from the urban context, at
1,800 metres, to the more mountain
ous terrain at 2,100 metres.
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Bottom: Having camped on site for a
month, the design team was inspired
by the topography to create a park
that enhances rather than transforms
its natural setting.
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the mountain ridge. Retaining walls and
terraces have been constructed in undu
lating patterns, according to the size and
shape of the stones, thereby minimizing cut
ting. Many large boulders have been used as
focal points for the various incidental spaces
along the routes. In a number of places
dramatic natural rocky outcrops have been
imaginatively sculpted into recognizable
forms such as fish, lizards and bears, creat
ing an environment where respect for nature
can be playfully developed among the young.
Likewise, the location and form of the vari
ous cultural houses respond to the existing
topography, and the contours of the site have
been exploited to create significant open
spaces, such as two amphitheatres.
Special attention has been paid to the
design and furnishing of the cultural houses,
conceived as places to explore different
aspects of ethnic identity, including crafts,
music, poetry and history.Traditional ma
terials have been used to reflect the distinct
way of life of the groups represented: for
example, red stone was brought in from
Azerbaijan for use in and around the Azeri
house; the Zagros house takes the form
of an open-sided nomadic tent; while the
Turkmen cultural house comprises a series
of circular spaces with distinctive domed
roofs, derived from traditional yurts. Used
as a restaurant, theTurkmen house has a
large central fireplace, around which live
music performances take place. An adjoin
ing stone-paved terrace is used for picnics
or outdoor barbecues.
The use of water - one of the main
organizing elements in traditional gardens,
which were created as oases - reflects its
symbolic significance in Persian culture.
With no natural source of water on the site,
the designers ingeniously created water
channels leading from drinking fountains
in the public spaces.These sinuous channels
bisect the paths and serve to drain rainwater

Top: Extensive use was made of the
rock that scattered the slopes of
the site, which was the primary
material of the paths and walls.
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from paths and terraces. Lighting also repre
sents an important aspect of the design, with
all of the principal paths to the summit lit by
pole-mounted lights.The distinctive patterns
made by the lights against the slopes of the
Alborz Mountains are now something of a
landmark from the city below.
The completed project was inaugurated
in 1997. It enjoys huge popularity among
the public: many thousands of visitors arrive
at weekends and, on a typical spring evening,
young people, couples and families mean
der along the paths, chat in the meeting
places, or picnic on the slopes. Many enjoy
the park's sense of peace and tranquillity.
For others, it provides a space for social
interaction, recreation and entertainment,
either in the amphitheatres or in the four
cultural houses.Young people, who may
wish to climb to the upper slopes of the
park, have an opportunity for exercise in
an unspoiled environment, free from the
pollution of Tehran. For them, the project
provides an important social focus and a
sense of freedom. The park has also set a
precedent for environmental design in Iran:
a number of municipalities have sent their
staff to study the park as a basis for their
own initiatives, and it has been used as
a model of environmental design on pro
fessional courses.
The development of Bagh-e-Ferdowsi
has had a direct and positive impact on the
surrounding urban environment. Not only
has it alleviated pressure for development
on the untouched slopes of the Alborz
Mountains, but it has also created a unique
environment where nature, people and cul
ture are able to meet and thrive. As such,
Bagh-e-Ferdowsi represents a creative reinterpretation of the traditional Persian 'para
dise' garden adapted to modern needs, and
pays testimony to the importance of environ
mental design within the overall process of
urban development.

Top right: The park offers views
over Tehran and, in turn, forms a
landmark from the city, especially
when illuminated at night.
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Bagh-e-Ferdowsi: A family picnics on
the slopes - the park is an important
social and recreational focus.

Bagh-e-Ferdowsi: The design's key
feature is the network of paths that
lead up the slope.
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Bagh-e-Ferdowsi: Resting places along
the routes are often created around
large, sometimes sculpted, boulders.
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Bagh-e-Ferdowsi: Four pavilions
explore Iran's Azeri, Kurdish,
Turkmen and Zagros cultures.

